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Lockean “Gold” Versus Ancien Régime
“Mud” in Zsigmond Móricz’s Sárarany

Virginia L. Lewis

“… and again he swung the damned body, smashing it against the stone
wall, as though the latter were the ancient adversary he had to destroy with
this despicable object of carnage, this execrable, disintegrating pillar of
flesh.” Zsigmond Móricz’s first novel Sárarany (1910) reaches its brutal
climax in this moment toward the novel’s end, when the proud Hungarian
peasant protagonist, Dani Turi, takes out an anger accumulated over
centuries on Count László Karay, reducing the aristocrat to “little more
than a rag, a useless, formless heap.”1 The barbarity of this scene provokes
a crucial question: what accounts for the boundless frustration that thus
transforms a wealthy, successful peasant into a brutal, savage murderer? In
broader terms, how is the reader to interpret Móricz’s suggestion that an
intelligent, capable man such as Turi, the “gold” or arany of his title, is
compelled to wallow in the “mud” or sár of his milieu, and succumb to
complete ethical degradation?2 Does Móricz really mean, as the final
words of his text indicate, to lay the blame at God’s feet if nothing good
has become of this human gold?

Ki hát a bűnös, ha ebből az aranyból semmi sem lett?
– Ki?
Az Isten, aki nem csinált belőle semmit.3

So who is at fault if nothing has become of this gold?
“Who?”
God, who has made nothing of it.4
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The reader can certainly take Móricz at his word here. But the very fact
that the author invested the effort necessary to write a full-length novel
about Dani Turi’s predicament intimates he wished for his readers to look
more deeply, to take into account the social and economic forces laid bare
in Sárarany in their effort to fathom the mechanisms implicated in Dani’s
fall from grace and descent to homicidal madness. In this essay, I suggest
that Dani Turi’s attempt to extricate himself from the “mud” of the ancien
régime that holds him down, by realizing his golden potential via the
Lockean dream of profitable land ownership, is doomed as a venture in
light of what Móricz diagnoses as the feudal backwardness of turn-of-the-
century Hungarian society.5

When the novel opens, Dani has already proven himself an
unusually capable agricultural entrepreneur, whose profitable ventures are
the envy of the entire peasant community. Móricz begins his account of
Dani’s economic success by emphasizing his status as a village peasant
“[j]ust like the others,”6 who completes the usual military service,
followed by his marriage to a girl from his village; but his unique entre-
preneurial talents are quickly unveiled. His wife’s dowry having made a
landowner of him, Dani creates a scandal by planting, instead of the
traditional wheat grown by all his peers, rapeseed, and “when the harvest
arrived and the richly blessed earth yielded Dani Turi eight hundred forints
per acre of rape-field, boundless incredulity took hold of the people.” The
peasant’s unheard-of success is the talk of the village: “it would never
have entered their minds that this soil could produce anything other than
what it was accustomed to producing. They would gladly have vented their
anger on this earth, which up to now had failed to return all the nice money
they’d invested …”7 But this is just the beginning. In a move that can only
be deemed revolutionary, Dani scraps his rapeseed venture for the
production of cabbage, resulting in what strikes his fellows as earth-
shaking success: “An earthquake could not have aroused the astonishment
Dani Turi did when he earned the sum of three thousand forints from a plot
planted with cabbage which previously, when planted with wheat, had
brought in barely two hundred…. People fought over this Kiskara cabbage
at the markets.”8 After the success of this enterprise, Dani acquires more
land from his father-in-law, a wedding gift consisting of fallow fields
deemed useless by their owner, and rents it out to others who want to
follow his lead and grow cabbage, and thus, “without lifting a finger, he
got more from the land than he would have if he’d worked himself to
death.”9 Móricz’s protagonist exhibits all the traits of a commercial
agricultural producer, who assesses the market and plants what will
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command the best price, while factoring in techniques of modern farm
production: “the revitalizing of the old, used-up earth; fertilizer one could
buy at the store and scatter from sacks; deep plowing of the soil, viticulture
…”10 Dani Turi thus mounts a full frontal attack on the traditional agrarian
economy that was rooted in subsistence farming and relied for its
persistence on a class of rural subalterns who lacked the agency necessary
to embrace modernization.

Dani is in effect bucking the trend of a centuries’ long feudal
mentality in rural Hungary. Joseph Held sheds light on this mentality in his
book The Modernization of Agriculture: Rural Transformation in Hun-
gary, 1848-1975. Writing concerning the impact of the lifting of serfdom
in 1848, Held states: “The journals of the 1850’s and 1860’s, especially
those dealing with economics on a professional level, contained con-
tinuous complaints about the peasants’ continuing to work their lands the
same way as they had done in the age of the robot and the ninth of the
harvest (dézsma).”11 Further:

… the reporters of county newspapers realized that, although 1848
ended feudalism in Hungary, the past proved much too strong a
force in peasant life. … The feudal system in Hungary — as in the
other societies of East Central Europe — actually impeded the
development of rational thinking among the peasants, or, as
contemporaries were fond of saying, “it retarded the development of
work-ethics.”12

In the same section, Held affirms: “Since 1848 lifted the burden of feudal
obligations from athe [sic] peasants, eliminating the obstacles to diligence
and initiative, improvements could soon be expected. But it took three
decades before the existing system began to fall apart.”13 At the time of
Móricz’s writing, this process was still only haltingly underway, particu-
larly in eastern Hungary, as Held observes: “For the most part, moderni-
zation left the eastern part of the country relatively untouched during the
1870’s and 1880’s.”14 By portraying Dani Turi as the only man in his
village who embraces “the two motivating forces” which, as Held sug-
gests, “existed for furthering progress: namely ‘freedom and property,’”15

Móricz presents a timely and honest critique of the society in which he
grew up. Dani is admired by his fellow villagers, but he stands apart in his
passionate devotion to the Lockean dream.

As Held explains, it was the liberal reformers responsible for the
1848-1849 Revolution who promoted freedom and capitalism among the
peasantry. These reformers “lived under the illusion that the freeing of
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peasants from feudal burdens would bring about a sudden improvement in
agricultural practices. They hoped that production methods of primitive
self-sufficiency would be quickly transformed into a system based on
individual peasant smallholders of a capitalist kind.”16 Many of these
reformers’ ideas harked back to John Locke’s Second Treatise of
Government, first printed in 1690. The right to own property is asserted by
Locke, in addition to other passages, in §45 of the Treatise: “Thus Labour,
in the Beginning, gave a Right of Property, where-ever any one was
pleased to employ it, upon what was common ….”17 The notion of land-as-
commodity also finds early resonance in Locke: “’Tis Labour then which
puts the greatest part of Value upon Land, without which it would scarcely
be worth any thing ….”18 Man’s capacity to produce things of value to
others from land-as-property makes possible the exchange and accumula-
tion of wealth through the use of money:

50. But since Gold and Silver, being little useful to the Life of Man
in proportion to Food, Rayment, and Carriage, has its value only
from consent of Men, whereof Labour yet makes, in great part, the
measure, it is plain, that Men have agreed to disproportionate and
unequal Possession of the Earth, they having by a tacit and
voluntary consent, found out a way, how a man may fairly possess
more land than he himself can use the product of, by receiving in
exchange for the overplus, Gold and Silver, which may be hoarded
up without injury to any one, these metalls not spoileing or decaying
in the hands of the possessor.19

It is in the context of this private, commodity-based economy that Dani
Turi seeks to realize his ambitions as an agricultural entrepreneur. Though
writers on Locke often caution against deeming him an apologist of
unrestrained capitalism,20 his ethical outlook was, according to Charles
Taylor, “plainly an endorsement of the serious, productive, pacific im-
prover of any class and against the aristocratic, caste-conscious pursuit of
honour and glory through self-display and the warrior virtues.”21 Accord-
ing to Taylor, Locke’s arguments in the Second Treatise support the
conclusion that men are intended to work hard for their own improvement
as rational individuals. Held cites the Hungarian reformers he references in
The Modernization of Agriculture to similar effect: “‘there is a magic force
in the idea of private property, a force that frightens away indolence,
awakens all the slumbering powers of labor and sows the seeds of moral
ennoblement.’”22
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Improvement in the Lockean sense is certainly an apt term for
what Dani Turi seeks for himself and his family. Early on in the novel, he
dreams of his son becoming a student,23 and even a count.24 These noble
aspirations are extended to his wife, of whom he seeks to make “a real
lady”: “– Bizony még úri asszony lesz belőled!” he exclaims to her.25 He
plans to fulfill her every material desire: “‘There’s not as much silk in all
the shops of Szatmár as you’ll be able to get for your dresses!’”26 His
children, too, should inherit “a proper fortune.”27 But Dani’s goals are not
limited to his immediate family circle. In a manner that reflects once again
the goals of the Hungarian reformers cited by Held, Dani Turi seeks to
right historical wrongs committed against the peasants of Kiskara by the
Karay counts, whose treasonous actions had resulted in the forced
departure of the local peasants from the land handed down to them by their
Hungarian ancestors: “He wanted to gain land, to conquer it; not just for
himself, but for his entire land-hungry village.”28 The Nagyszeg, one of the
parcels of land he seeks, is thus destined for the village community as a
whole.29

Móricz makes it clear that Dani’s social status as a peasant frus-
trates him and suggests repeatedly that improving his social status is a key
concern for him. He is bothered on more than one occasion by his coarse,
rough peasant’s hands30 which must cause revulsion in any noble lady he
might touch31 (“His thick, coarse fingers lay there spread out, studded with
jagged nails, and were so strong and so accustomed to hard gripping that
they were incapable of holding anything gently. Held by such fingers, a
tender white woman’s body must melt like a sculpture made of butter”32);
and he seeks to emulate the refined expressions of affection characteristic
of the upper class.33 He imagines his son Béla as a little gentleman whose
hands must always be clean34 and betrays his inner desire to enjoy others’
respect.35 Dani’s striking physical resemblance to Count László36 under-
scores the notion that he indeed merits a higher social status, that somehow
his destiny includes access to the same privileges and respectability
enjoyed by his aristocratic look-a-like. Improving his lot and reaching his
ambitions means improving his standing in society, and Dani sees the
accumulation of money as the best way to accomplish this. That it lies
within the realm of possibility is hinted at by Móricz with the character of
the vén házalózsidó or old peddler Jew from the first chapter of the second
part of Sárarany, whose income from the sale of his modest wares has
ensured that his sons became gentlemen, his daughters-in-law “fine ladies”
(úri fiai és nagyúri menyei).37 The selling of goods by a Jew, however, is
fundamentally different from the development of land as a commodified
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resource by a peasant — the first did not constitute the threat to the
aristocracy’s hold on social and economic power that the second did. And
yet Dani has no other means at his disposal of improving his status than
generating profit as a landowner from land-as-commodity. The central
challenge he faces in realizing his ambitions is that suggested by a
Hegelian notion of agency: he can only function as an economic agent
given adequate status, and he cannot attain the necessary status without
succeeding as an economic agent.38 The plot of Gold in the Mud pivots on
this very paradox.

Money, acquired through skill, intelligence, and hard work, those
attributes that allowed individuals to prosper as members of the urban
middle classes, does not by itself suffice in allowing Hungarian peasant
Dani Turi to improve his social standing and access to agency in a
meaningful way, in spite of his extraordinary feats in the area of agri-
cultural commerce. Dani’s keen intelligence is recognized not just by his
peasant peers, but even by high-level administrators of the Karay estate:
“‘We have a certain peasant in Kiskara,’” the manorial administrator tells
Count László, “‘by the name of Dani Turi. If he had a bit of schooling, he
could cut a nice figure in any gentlemen’s society. He has more
intelligence than the entire village put together.’”39 Móricz devotes the
better part of a chapter to describing Dani’s fabled capacity to get things
done as a field worker, extolling not only his speed and thoroughness as a
wheat cutter, but also the superior quality of his tools.40 Yet he can never
increase his profits sufficiently to rise above his station without the
acquisition of more land. As the author puts it: “He’d been married for
barely four years when the boundaries of Kiskara grew too narrow for him.
These boundaries were limited by the monstrous estates of the Count.”41

Legally there is very little land for even the wealthiest of peasants to
acquire, due to the stranglehold of feudalism on land tenure as portrayed in
the novel. Of all the land belonging to Count Miska’s “monstrous estates,”
only two modest parcels are exempted from the entailment: “The first was
the Nagyszeg, which at the time of the leasing had been under water; this
section lay in a mighty enclave of the Tisza. The other was the Pallag, a
nice piece of pasture extending for two hundred acres.”42 As modest as
these two parcels are, they would in fact triple the size of Dani Turi’s
holdings,43 thus opening the door to a substantial accumulation of wealth
on his part if he could manage to acquire them.

Dani’s land hunger (földéhség) is referenced by scholars such as
Péter Nagy44 and was symptomatic of peasants across Europe, as
evidenced by narratives such as Emile Zola’s La terre (1887) concerning a
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peasant community in central France, or Liviu Rebreanu’s Ion (1920)
about an ambitious Romanian peasant, among numerous others. The hopes
pinned by many an immigrant to the United States around the turn of the
20th century on access to land in the territories beyond the Mississippi
River, as portrayed in narratives such as Ole Edvart Rølvaag’s Verdens
Grøde (Giants in the Earth, 1924-25), provide further evidence of the
importance of land in the minds of many rural inhabitants in the modern
era as a means of acquiring wealth, freedom, and improved social
standing.45 To gain a more complete understanding of what increased
access to land-as-property meant to the peasant-cum-entrepreneur at an
individual, human level, beyond outward expressions of status and posi-
tion, it is useful to consider the inward aspirations of Móricz’s protagonist.
Dani Turi’s own lust for land has a great deal to do with realizing the
“gold” within himself; he seeks land as a means of accomplishing
something, of acting in a meaningful way on the world around him. His
efforts to acquire the Pallag and the Nagyszeg parcels are frustrated for
many months, because Count Miska and his wife Count Helene are
standing in the way of this acquisition by their refusal to act on Dani’s
request. During these months, Dani’s frustration accumulates and the
reader gains insight into the peasant’s hopes in relation to the land he
seeks:

… what most oppressed him was that he couldn’t accomplish
anything great. He couldn’t make a break from life as he knew it. …
he yearned for another life, greater, busier, bolder …. How
deplorable are all these wasted days, he thought to himself over and
over, God, what I could accomplish with them! If only I had the
right opportunity!

…. If it weren’t for the hope that the day must yet come that
would lead him to a new burst of activity and make good this
endless period of stagnation and uselessness, he would surely
perish, consumed from within by maggots …46

Scholars on Móricz often refer to Dani as an example of the unused
energies of the peasants, citing his lust for action and power and
suggesting that society would be the ultimate beneficiary of any measures
taken to alleviate the frustrated ambitions of the Dani Turis of the world.47

But Dani’s crisis is also of an individual nature, one that can trace its roots
to a Lockean notion of natural rights. Móricz takes care to problematize
the ambitious, egomaniacal dimensions of his protagonist, often betraying
the threatening nature of his goals.48 This perspective contributes to the
critical side of the debate concerning the role of the “rational individual” in
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the modern nation-state, described as follows by Michael Kearney: “This
creature is a choice-making, self-gratifying, maximizing actor. The gene-
alogy of this type runs from Locke and the other social contract theorists
of the state through Adam Smith and Jeremy Bentham to its most elaborate
and explicit conceptualization in the neoclassic economists.”49 The land-
owning, maximizing actor operating within the framework of capitalism
conduces to a whole host of problems studied by Martin Heidegger, Val
Plumwood, and Wendell Berry, to name just a few. Without venturing too
far into the treacherous terrain of seeking justification for the eminently
questionable motives guiding Dani Turi’s actions, and in the spirit of the
Lockean interpretation featured in this article, it is useful to assert that
Dani Turi seeks what philosopher Alan Gewirth terms “aspiration fulfil-
lment,” which he explains as follows: “To fulfill oneself by reference to
one’s aspirations involves that the self is viewed as a center of desiderative
force which strives to achieve intended outcomes. To fulfill oneself is to
achieve these outcomes and thereby to bring oneself, as thus centered in
one’s aspirations, to fruition ….”50 Gewirth’s definition can be construct-
ively compared with Locke’s understanding of the role of property in
enabling the individual to achieve tangible realization of his capacities, as
a means of interpreting Dani Turi’s ambitions with regard to the land he
seeks to acquire from Count Miska:

… property to Locke seems to symbolize rights in their concrete
form, or perhaps rather to provide the tangible subject of an indi-
vidual’s powers and attitudes. It is because they can be symbolized
as property, something a man can conceive of as distinguishable
from himself though a part of himself, that a man’s attributes, such
as his freedom, his equality, his power to execute the law of nature,
can become the subject of his consent, the subject of any negotiation
with his fellows. We cannot alienate any part of our personalities,
but we can alienate that with which we have chosen to mix our
personalities.51

This process of alienation in the legal sense relates to the “outcomes” that
result from Gewirth’s aspiration fulfillment to the extent that, by
producing valuable crops from his land, Dani can engage in the sort of
economic exchange with his community that will enhance his and his
family’s material welfare and, he hopes, also allow him to engage
purposefully with the power structures that determine the political and
social roles he, his wife, and children can play in society. In addition, Dani
aspires to facilitate the empowerment of his entire village by restoring land
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access withdrawn from the community as a result of the treasonous actions
of the Karay family centuries before.

The problem, of course, is that Dani cannot assert any claim on the
land he seeks without the assent of the Count.52 His ambition of increased
independence is dependent on the feudal structures that place severe limits
on his action radius. The “mud” of the ancien régime threatens to trap him.
Móricz asserts the highly problematic nature of this dilemma by insisting
that it is not so simple as an either/or proposition. There is not only the
question of whether Dani Turi can gain access to the land parcels he seeks,
there is also the question of how. These two questions play an equally
critical role in the novel. Concerning the first, Móricz lends drama to the
situation by showing how the nobles’ lack of interest in lending serious
attention to Dani Turi’s request causes painful delays that, beyond
resulting in doubt, stress, and misery for the peasant, also occur at
precisely that point in his life when he feels his physical powers and
energy dwindling. The reasons for these delays constitute a pointed
critique of the nobles’ failure to treat the peasants as human beings with
valid needs and hopes:

During the summer [Dani had] visited the town lawyer day in and
day out without succeeding in taking over the dead tenant’s land
lease. The Count had journeyed to Africa, and the Countess would
hear nothing concerning the governance of Kiskara. And Count
László, her brother-in-law, had made it clear that he was the
peasants’ enemy. So nothing at all had happened. … a decision
would not take place until the new year.53

The nobles are distant from their subjects both geographically and
mentally. The welfare of the community is of no concern to them. At the
collective level, they exhibit no interest in bringing about “improvement”
in the sense noted above — they live in a world apart from that of the
peasants, whose quality of life bears no connection with their own
concerns. At the individual level, the problem is even more apparent: Dani
Turi is the acknowledged head of the village, yet his eminently reasonable
petition is simply ignored. In an era when nation-building is a crucial
concern of modernity, such neglect on the part of those who hold the reins
of social and economic power is intolerable. Móricz thus offers a strong
indictment of the aristocracy for standing in the way of progress, and
strengthens it by indicating how the nobles’ neglect results in a waste of
productive energy, given that a peasant like Dani can withstand the
rigorous work required of a successful farmer for only a limited time. As
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the second part of Sárarany gets underway, the author makes a point of
emphasizing the waning of Dani’s powers: “Not with anger, but with
bitterness, with anguish he realized how much he’d aged.”54 This
statement comes in the context of Dani’s realization that he is no longer
the attractive sexual male he once was. The author’s repeated references to
Dani’s fatigue and lethargy55 parallel his decline as a desirable object of
sexual attention: “And now his playmates were the aged women with their
crusty loins, who complained when hugged that everything aches, their
sides, their backs, their bones? An unbearable bitterness, the great
bitterness of his life, gathered in Dani’s soul.”56 Móricz thus introduces a
crisis in his narrative, suggesting that if his peasant protagonist does not
soon reach his goal of assuming the Pallag and Nagyszeg land parcels, it
will be too late for him to accomplish his entrepreneurial goals and make a
meaningful contribution to progress in his community.

The pressure on Dani is intensified by the fact that the peasants
themselves exert a negative influence on him with regard to achieving his
aspirations. Sárarany is a valuable historical document in its portrait of the
peasantry in eastern Hungary and the barriers to progress posed by their
mentality and habits. Their reliance on tradition as a guide for their social
and economic actions,57 their apathy in the face of hardship and
suffering,58 and their high tolerance for disorderliness of both a physical
and moral nature59 all suggest a class of people unprepared for the kind of
freedom posited by Locke, with its requirement of responsibility and
mutual trust based on reason and virtue. The most revealing character in
this regard is Dani’s wife Erzsi, whose value system exhibits numerous
contrasts with that of her ambitious husband. Two obvious reasons for
these differences stand out: firstly her identity as a woman, and secondly
her Catholicism. Erzsi’s character merits an entire article devoted to what
she reveals in regard to the place and role of women in turn-of-the-century
rural Hungarian society. Without any intent of minimizing the importance
of Erzsi’s status as a wife, mother, and woman in her own right with
aspirations unique to these identities, the focus here concerns her religious
convictions and decision to pursue the path of martyrdom as opposed to
prosperity. While Dani serves as a virtual poster child for Weber’s notion
of the Protestant work ethic, Erzsi uses her Catholic faith as a vehicle for
projecting meaning onto, and thereby embracing, her suffering as the path
to moral salvation. Although Erzsi’s unblemished record of absolute
faithfulness to her husband is a source of great pride to Dani on the one
hand,60 her rejection of his capitalist ambitions on the other hand causes
him endless frustration.61 This rejection has a dual foundation. Erzsi’s
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dreams of domestic bliss are at odds with Dani’s ambitions and their
dependence on work beyond the confines of their home and engagement
with the community at large. At one point, she laments concerning her
husband: “He needed everything … and amidst all this he also needed her.
But she was only a small part of this everything! This embittered her
fiercely ….”62 She has no need of wealth for its own sake, on the contrary,
thrift has been a constant in her life and she struggles with the notion that
that ought to change:

The penny-pinching of Erzsi’s parents had rescued for their
descendants a small inheritance which, in the limited circumstances
of village life, could not be enlarged. When Dani turned out to be
such an incredibly talented money-maker, into whose lap forints
dropped by the thousands, the two of them gradually shed their true
nature. Dani demanded more and more impatiently the “good life,”
a home, a wife, a way of life fit for a lord …. Erzsi, for her part, felt
that her old, miserly lifestyle was no longer appropriate, and if her
husband had acted toward her as he should, she would have
completed the transition to a new way of living. But as things stood,
instead of adapting to a new approach to life, she had no idea what
would come next. She was losing the ground beneath her feet. It
was a constant source of aggravation to her that she hated her
husband’s money as much as she hated life itself …63

In time, Erzsi adopts suffering as the only way of life that will ensure her
the peace of mind she requires in order to be content,64 effectively closing
the door on any aspirations related to prosperity or capitalism-induced
wealth. This desire to achieve sinlessness finds its source in the second
aspect of the dual foundation mentioned above, namely the sinful
dimension of Dani’s quest for wealth and power, the fact that, in this
narrative, he enacts his quest via an economic exchange reliant on sex as
currency. Dani’s repeated sexual transgressions in the name of increasing
his wealth are unacceptable in view of the ethical code subscribed to by his
wife, with its demand for marital fidelity as a vital aspect of domestic
bliss. The issue of the sexual economy in Sárarany must be addressed in
relation to the question posed above concerning how Dani can get the
approval he needs from the Count to acquire the Pallag and Nagyszeg land
parcels. Whether he succeeds in this being the issue at stake for the
moment, it should be pointed out that, although Erzsi’s objections to
Dani’s ambitions contribute to the stumbling blocks he must overcome in
order to reach his goals, in the end her decision to pursue the path of
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Catholic martyrdom and tolerate her husband’s every transgression
removes her misgivings as an obstacle.

This leaves the obstacle posed by the comital family itself. Dani
forces their hand by having the schoolmaster write up a petition, which
reaches Countess Helene’s hands precisely when her boredom with her
“empty, senseless and aimless life” causes her to dwell in excitement on
the powerful impression made on her by Dani Turi, that “peasant Don
Juan,” during his initial encounter with her and Count László in his
attempt to gain their permission to purchase the land he desires.65 In the
end, her family lawyer concludes that the fields sought by the peasant
“were exempted from the estate property as a whole. So the Countess had
a contract drawn up whereby the one parcel, the ‘Pallag,’ would be
granted to Dani Turi in exchange for cash, while the other would go to the
village community conjointly ….”66 Once Dani has signed the two
documents and the Countess marks the contract regarding the Pallag as
paid in full, the transaction is effectively complete. Dani has reached the
object of his aims. This victory is, however, hollow and pointless, as an
examination of the how of the land transfer transaction will show.

The two social worlds portrayed in Sárarany, that of the peasants
and that of the aristocrats, differ radically from one another in ways that
render Dani’s aspiration of significantly improving his social status
doomed from the start. Arguably the most significant difference
distinguishing the two spheres in the novel is the sexual economy of the
local peasantry, which is so alien to Countess Helene that she requires a
detailed explanation from Bora Kis, one of Dani Turi’s admirers and the
object of a destructive rivalry between Dani and his wife’s cousin, Gyuri
Takács. The explanation begins when Countess Helene asks Bora whether
she has ever received a hug from Dani Turi, the paraszt donjuán:

The girl looked at her innocently. “I wouldn’t allow it.”
“Even so.”
“I’m a poor girl.”
“And?”
“I can’t be had for free …”
The Countess was astonished; she didn’t understand.
“Uncle Dani pays no one. On the contrary, people pay him,”

she added as though boasting. “The women and girls go to work on
his fields solely in order to get a kiss from him. ’Cause he doesn’t
give his kisses to just anyone.”

“So he hasn’t hugged you, because you can’t pay him?”
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The girl gave a peevish shrug of her shoulders. “I know how to
wield a hoe, too! I could pay too … Him … But he wouldn’t pay
me! Obviously you don’t know that when a poor girl like me is also
beautiful, she can only sleep with a man who pays well. I have to
make my fortune. …”67

Some scholarship on Sárarany suggests that Móricz’s adoption of the
themes of Naturalism in the novel, including the attention to sexual
excesses, represents a response to literary fashion.68 But his use of sexual
references and themes throughout the text plays a crucial functional role in
defining the sort of glass ceiling that bars the peasant Dani Turi from his
objective of rising above his class. There is a clear dichotomy separating
the role of sex in the peasant world, where it is closely connected to
material gain, from its role in the world of the nobles, where it revolves
solely around pleasure. Bora explains how Dani secures labor for his fields
by granting sexual favors to village women. Without this, he would not be
able to accomplish what he does in monetary terms with his land. Additi-
onal references to this economic state of affairs are strewn throughout the
novel, such as the following:

This year Dani planted cabbage along the Tisza, on the very fields
where, in the first year, the rapeseed had done so well. He had to
win over the women to this project – it was the only way to succeed
where no one else would in cultivating these far-flung fields
successfully. When it came to winning women over to harvest
cabbage, Dani didn’t even refrain from giving hugs to the Gypsy
women dwelling near the village.69

Four paragraphs further down in the text, the author states: “All the
women of the village were his vassals, his work slaves.”70 The Countess
neatly sums up this unique labor market, with her “vague impression that
an open trade was going on in the world, whereby girls and men freely
generated profit from their beauty.”71 In a society where capital is
painfully limited, as among land-starved peasants, physical attractiveness
becomes a form of currency used in a manner very similar to money
among the wealthier classes. But this currency market comes with a high
ethical price, as the hurtful relationship between Dani and Erzsi reveals.
Even Dani understands his wife’s misery as she complains to him about
the double standard affecting their love life:
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“In the five years of our marriage, have I as much as looked at
anyone else? What would you do with me if I kept a lover?”

Strangle you! the man thought to himself in his rage; but he
said nothing, only clenching his fists.

The woman sighed. “But you! What do you do to me? Why are
you never with me? You can’t stand us? And yet you’re with all the
women of the entire village! Shouldn’t I cry over that from morning
to night?”72

Erzsi expresses disgust over the “dirty money” Dani makes: “Money for
which I have to fight over you with others.”73 She experiences acute inner
torment over her unfaithful husband.74 Yet even she seems to understand at
some level the necessity of her husband’s marital infidelity, as evidenced
by her dogged rejection of the overtures of her cousin, Gyuri Takács, as he
tries to convince her that Dani merits her hatred and does not deserve her
the way he himself does:75 “‘Phooey,’” she exclaims to him, “‘you come
whining and crying to me, because my husband, who’s married and has a
family, is more appealing to the girls than an old bachelor.’”76 In spite of
everything, Erzsi feels a deep loving bond with Dani, in part because of his
very success in his endeavors. This is part of the rationale behind her
ability to adopt the role of the sacrificial lamb who allows her husband
everything, while denying herself everything — except for him, whom in
the end she cannot live without.77

For his part, Dani is able to live with himself as an unfaithful
husband as long as he does not cross the one line of actually desiring
another woman to the extent that he would do exactly what Bora expects,
namely “pay” for her affections with a gift. This dividing line between
acceptable infidelity and unacceptable infidelity is mentioned in the very
first chapter of the novel, an indication of its important role in the plot: “I
want to gather up the entire world and lay it at your feet,” Dani exclaims to
his wife. “To this day I haven’t given a single other woman the tiniest of
gifts. So what are you feeling sorry about? … What does it matter to you
how I go about my business, as long as I succeed!”78 Sexual favors as a
means to further his business endeavors – that is what is at stake for Dani,
who loves his wife just as deeply as she loves him,79 in spite of how his
material ambitions drive him to hurt her. This invisible line is crossed,
however, when Dani purchases a silk kerchief for Bora, who refuses any
and all overtures of affection on the part of the paraszt donjuán precisely
for the reasons she explains to the Countess. Tormented over the thought
that he is no longer the man he used to be, Dani is driven by desperation to
give “the tiniest of gifts” to the young girl in order to win her over.80 The
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momentousness of this act as transgression is made plain by the author,
who writes that Dani’s “soul trembled with emotion. A storm of desires
and sensations battled within him; he felt ashamed and was overcome with
humility; he sensed the unmanliness of his actions and sought to make
amends for it.”81 This, the first chapter of the second part of the novel,
ends with the observation: “Dani Turi was a completely different man
from the one who’d driven out to the fields that morning.”82 As readers
familiar with Sárarany will recall, Dani only intensifies this transgression
he so regrets, in the name of prevailing over rival Gyuri Takács, who
would like nothing better than to depose Dani as what the Countess
regards as “a proud cock,” ruling “over the many hens atop the dung heap
of life,”83 by winning the entirety of Gyuri’s landholdings in a card game
and handing them over to Bora Kis’s father. Yet in spite of the invisible
line dividing Dani’s use of sexual favors for strictly business purposes
from deliberate acts of infidelity, the dirty (piszkos) continuity connecting
the two is beyond doubt. The peasant reliance on sex-as-currency forms a
material part of the sár or mud that composes Dani’s peasant world, “the
raunchy world of the little village” as the Countess imagines it,
“surrounding her with the odor of the brutal and unrestrained mating of the
animals, the horses, the chickens, the pigeon coops, the unbathed peasant
women” and constituting “filth” (szemét).84

Dani Turi’s quest to improve his social status means rising above
the mud of his feudal existence. His determination to accumulate the
socially accepted currency of the capitalist world: money,85 is a gesture
toward emancipating himself from the sexual economy that undermines
his social acceptability. Dani’s first direct encounter with gentility gives
him a glimpse of the enormous gap separating peasant sexual relations
from noble ones, as he observes the display of affection that takes place
between the Count’s lawyer and the latter’s beautiful wife:

… he regarded the lady and the gentleman as they hugged each
other with gentle ease. The lady’s white arm rested with such
delicacy on her husband’s shoulder, as though a rose had fallen
there. And the man, with his plump face and red moustache,
breathed such a soft kiss onto her hand, as though he hadn’t touched
it. And when they’d kissed each other in this same gentle manner,
like the touching of butterflies’ wings, Dani saw clearly that
unattainable something that was missing from his women, his love
affairs …86
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This example of affectionate behavior in an upper-class married couple is
a far cry from the tumbles in the hay that typify Dani’s experience with
sexual relations, as shown by his encounter with one of the cutters working
for him during the wheat harvest: “Dani flung his arms around her, hugged
her wildly and brutally, then cast her onto the sheaf of grain. He shattered
her with his kisses, with horribly lustful kisses meant for the both of
them,” after which “the girl lay there in the grass.” Dani then leaves her
and heads for home: “He didn’t once turn around, didn’t even glance back
at the girl, who lay in her disheveled clothes there among the grain like a
crushed bit of life.”87 Amazingly, the peasant girl had craved this
opportunity to enjoy Dani’s affections to the point of stalking him as they
worked at harvesting the wheat! Immediately after this scene, as Dani is on
his way home, he imagines a very different scenario if the opportunity
were to present itself for him to hug Countess Helene: “How softly, how
gently, how very differently he would hug her than he was accustomed to
hugging other women. So impalpably that he would barely graze her skin;
so lightly that he would barely feel her weight.”88 Of course the only way
such a scene could possibly take place would entail either that the peasant
Dani Turi become the Countess’s lover, an utter impossibility given her
superior social standing, or that Dani himself enjoy genteel social standing,
his ultimate, though unrealistic aim. And even if such an impossibility
were to occur, it would have nothing to do with securing the Countess’s
labor for his fields, it would be strictly a question of pleasure similar to
that enjoyed by Helene together with her paramour, Count László. That
Dani even imagines such an unlikely scenario is necessary in part as a foil
for what really does transpire when the Countess’s gross need for titillation
prompts her to engage in the peasant sexual economy dominated by Dani
Turi,89 an eventuality she had imagined when first learning of his fabled
reputation among the peasants:

For the first time in her life, the Countess felt the wild, sensuous,
aimless drive well up within her that takes hold of one’s body and
jolts it, ripping one’s soul from its hinges. And at times she
shuddered at the thought of what would happen if she really fell into
the hands of this stallion of a peasant, whom these rutting mares
surrounded with their neighing and cavorting like a god risen to
earth.90

Returning to the crucial question as to the how of Dani’s securing
the Countess’s approval for his acquisition of the Pallag and Nagyszeg
fields, Dani is fully aware that the only currency with which he can
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legitimately gain access to this land to the full satisfaction of all parties
involved is money. If he is to enjoy tenure of the land with the legal rights
necessary to permit capitalist development and the building of wealth, he
must purchase it. Thanks to his diligence and business acumen, Dani
succeeds in amassing the money needed to reach his goal. Thus when he
learns that “immediate cash payment was expected” to finalize his
acquisition of the Pallag, he can react with the plan to “get the money to
complete the purchase this very day!”91 But by this point it is already
evident that his plan is doomed, given the Countess’s abysmal assessment
of Dani’s social worth. The first thing Dani hears upon entering the room
where Helene has invited him to sign the documents pertaining to the land
transfer is the insulting nickname that Gyuri Takács has circulated and that
Bora Kis revealed to the Countess early in the novel, concerning where he
is beautiful:92 “laughing, her teeth pressed together, lustfully, disdainfully,
she uttered the peasant Don Juan’s insulting nickname, and saw in her
mind the queer, shameless girl who’d likewise uttered the word, with an
unmistakable snicker and boorish charm.”93 Dani is far too intelligent not
to perceive the grave insult inflicted on him by her utterance, particularly
given Bora’s revelation when she breaks down and shares the nickname
with Countess Helene: “whoever says it out loud, Dani Turi would kill
without a thought.”94 This explains his cold, silent reaction as he stands
now before the Countess. He has just hit the glass ceiling that blocks his
ascent to higher social standing. Her “cold disdain” as he waits for her to
acknowledge his presence does not escape him, nor the fact that his “very
peasantness angered the Countess.”95 Dani’s aspirations are further
offended when he sees upon inspection of the documents he is to sign “that
the selling price had been reduced to half his original offer, and instead of
payment by installments, immediate cash payment was expected.”96 His
capacity to pay for the land, his ability to engage successfully with an
economy that relies on money as currency, is the object of serious doubt
on the part of those financial leaders who, like Count Miska, “did not
believe he could get any money out of” the peasants.97 Faith means
everything in an economy based on money, as the very word “credit”
confirms, derived as it is from the Latin word for “believe.” As long as
Dani’s would-be creditors assume he lacks the means to prove a good
financial risk, his effort to participate successfully in the capitalist econo-
my is doomed.

But the humiliation to which the Countess subjects him goes even
farther than this financial suspicion.98 Her fascination with the very sexual
economy from which Dani seeks to extricate himself through the use of
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money as payment provokes her into engaging with it herself: “It would
never have occurred to her that she, too, would be paying this peasant Don
Juan, who was accustomed to being paid by the women.”99 And this is
exactly what she does: “She took the pen, dipped it in the ink, and
hurriedly wrote at the bottom of the document, beneath Dániel Turi’s
miserable, laughable chicken scratches: ‘Entire sum received in full,’
followed by her name.” Dani then “suspected what the woman had in mind
for him, what she expected of him.”100 Dani is now confronted with the
opportunity to realize the vision of gentle, delicate, noble exchange of
affection he had imagined himself indulging in with Countess Helene. Yet
the sexual act that takes place is instead so brutal and violent that it can
only be characterized as an act of extreme vengeance. Móricz leaves the
worst possible details to his readers’ imagination, allowing the Countess
only to languish in the subsequent chapter, broken and bleeding helplessly,
passing in and out of consciousness, with no one to come to her aid.101

Thus we arrive at the scene referenced at the beginning of this
article, which opens with a silent confrontation between Count László and
the peasant who has just, for all intents and purposes and to indulge a
vulgar term, screwed his lover to death. The few words that finally escape
the Count’s mouth: “What are you doing here?” and the stern command:
“March!”102 do little more than pound the nail in the coffin of Dani Turi’s
social and economic aspirations. This is then the point where Dani reduces
Count László to little more than a bloody heap, which he thrashes violently
against a stone wall, the symbol for the historical processes that have led to
this moment of unquenchable rage and frustration on the part of a capable,
intelligent, passionate, ambitious agricultural entrepreneur. In spite of his
outstanding qualifications for realizing the Lockean dream of improved
social standing by means of land-as-property, his proven ability to engage
reason and hard work in the production of valuable commodities from his
land, Dani’s path to improvement and progress is barred by the mud of the
ancien régime, in which he is condemned to wallow due to the grip of the
aristocracy on the structures of power, and its refusal to share them with
those groups they have oppressed for centuries. Zsigmond Móricz’s first
published novel thus offers an important and revealing portrait of the
impact the oppressive social and economic forces of his age had in
delaying the arrival of effective self-realization and prosperity among
Hungary’s peasant classes.
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– Dani bácsi pedig nem fizet senkinek. Inkább neki fizetnek, – tette

hozzá dicsekedve. – Az asszonyok meg a lányok mind mennek neki kapálni, meg
mindent csinálni, csak egy csókot kapjanak tőle. Mert ő tőle nem kap ingyen
csókot akárki.

– Hát téged azért nem ölel meg, mert nem tudsz neki mit fizetni.
A lány kedvetlenül rántotta meg a vállát.
– Én is tudok kapálni! Én is tudnék fizetni … Neki … de ő nem fizetne

nekem! Hát maga azt nem tudja, hogyha az ilyen szegény lány, szép lány, akkor
nem hálhat emberrel, csak ha jól megfizetik. Nekem szerencsét kell csinálni.”
(Móricz, 87)

68 In Klaniczay, for example, we find the following: “Der Naturalismus
zeigt sich hier in der Überbetonung der rohen körperlichen Leidenschaften, …” (p.
380). See also Czine, 56-57.

69 Móricz/Lewis, 33; original wording: “Káposztát ültetett Dani a
Tiszaparton. Éppen abba a földbe, ahol első esztendőn olyan szép volt a repce.
Kellett is, hogy olyan jól volt az asszonynéppel. Senki más azt a rengeteg földet
meg nem bírta volna munkáltatni rajta kívül. De ő még a faluvégi
cigányasszonyokat is sorra csókolta, csak menjen neki napszámba
káposztakapálni” (Móricz, 24).

70 Móricz/Lewis, 34; original wording: “Egy falu asszonynépe volt a
vazallusa, a munkás-cselédje” (p. 24).

71 Móricz/Lewis, 123; original wording: “Zavarosan érteni kezdte a nyilt
vásárt, ahol a szép lányok is, a szép férfiak is tisztán és nyersen kamatoztatják a
szépségüket” (Móricz, 88).

72 Móricz/Lewis, 90; original wording: “Vetettem szemet valakire öt
esztendő alatt? Mit csináltál te énvelem, ha más embert tartanék magamnak? …

– Megfojtanálak! – gondolta magában vad dühvel a férfi s nem szólt,
csak ökölbe szorult a keze.

Az asszony sóhajtott.
– De te! Te mit teszel nekem?! Ugyi sose vagy velem? Nem állhatsz

bennünket! Oszt hogy vagy te az egész világ asszonyával? Osztán ne sírjak én
reggeltül estig?” (Móricz, 65).
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73 Móricz/Lewis, 17; original wording: “nekem nem kell piszkopénz.
– Milyen piszok?
– Bhhh, amiért osztoni kell – rajtad!” (Móricz, 13).
74 Móricz, 36, 59-60.
75 Móricz, 36-37, 195-198.
76 Móricz/Lewis, 270; original wording: “Fí, sírni jössz a kötőm mellé,

panaszkodni, hogy az uram, ember létére kedvesebb a jányoknál, mint egy ilyen
vén legény” (Móricz, 195).

77 Móricz, 135.
78 Móricz/Lewis, 18; original wording: “Az egész világot ide akarom

hordani a kötődbe; még a mai napig egy bokor kendőt se adtam más
asszonyszemélynek rajtad kívül. Mit sajnálsz? … Mi közöd hozzá, hogy csinálom
a magam seftyét, csak sikerüljön” (Móricz, 14).

79 Móricz, 61.
80 Móricz, 138.
81 Móricz/Lewis, 196; original wording: “… a lelkében egész fölindulás

reszketett. Nagy akarások és fölgerjedt érzések háborogtak benne; restellte magát
s a szívét szorította valami megalázottság; érezte férfiatlánság s jóvá akarta tenni”
(Móricz, 139-140).

82 Móricz/Lewis, 197; original wording: “… hogy ez a Turi Dani egészen
más ember, mint az, aki reggel kihajtott a mezőre” (Móricz, 140).

83 Móricz/Lewis, 112; original wording: “… aki mint büszke kakas
uralkodik az életnek e trágyás, soktyúkú szemétdombján” (Móricz, 79).

84 Móricz/Lewis, 112; original wording: “Beleszédítették a hallgató
asszonyt a kis falu bűzös világába. A lányon át szétsugárzott körülötte az állatok, a
lovak, a tyúkok, a galambducok, a fürdetlen parasztasszonyok nyers és
tartózkodás nélküli párzásainak szaga …” (Móricz, 79).

85 Móricz, 128.
86 Móricz/Lewis, 65; original wording: “… elnézte az asszonyt, meg az

urát, amint puhán, könnyedén átöltelték egymást. Olyan könnyű mozdulattal
pihent az asszony fehér keze az ura vállán, mintha egy fehér rózsa esett volna oda.
S olyan lágyan lehelt rá a vöröses bajszú, húsos arcú férfi egy kis csókot arra a
kézre, mintha nem is érintette volna. És mikor épp ilyen könnyedén, lepkeszárny
módra csókolták meg egymást, Dani tisztán megérezte, mi az az elérhetetlen
valami, ami hiányzik az ő asszonyaiból, az ő szeretkezéseiből …” (Móricz, 46).

87 Móricz/Lewis, 151-152; original wording: “És Dani átkapta félkarral,
vad kegyetlenül átölelte, levágta a kéve búzára. Csókkal, mindkettőjüknek
irtózatosan kéjes csókkal törte agyon.” “A lány ott hevert a földön.” “Vissza sem
nézett, oda sem pillantott a lányra, aki ott feküdt rendetlen ruhával a kévén, mint
egy szétmállott élet” (Móricz, 107-108).

88 Móricz/Lewis, 153; original wording: “Be lágyan, be puhán, be
máskép tudná, mint ahogy asszonyt szokott ölelni. Olyan érezhetetlenül, alig
birizgelné a színét, olyan könnyen, alig emelintené meg a súlyát” (Móricz, 108).
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89 Móricz, 215.
90 Móricz/Lewis, 112; original wording: “Érezte, hogy életében most

először forrt föl benne az a vad, érzéki, oktalan és céltalan buja gerjedelem, amely
elfogja és megrázza az emberi testet és sarkaiból kiveti a lelket. És néha szinte
megrémült már attól, mi lesz, ha csakugyan hatalma alá kerül a paraszt
díszménnek, akikhez mint valami földön járó istenhez búgnak és nyihognak és
táncolnak ezek a buja sárló kancá” (Móricz, 79).

91 Móricz/Lewis, 301; original wording: “a részletek helyett rögtöni
fizetésről szólt az írás.” “Kap ő pénzt arra a birtokra még ma!” (Móricz, 218).

92 Móricz, 89, 134.
93 Móricz/Lewis, 297; original wording: “És nevetve, összeszorított

foggal, buján, cudarul mondta ki a paraszt Don Juan gúnynevét és látja azt a
különös becstelen lányt, aki maga is meredt nyihogással s durva bájjal mondta ki”
(Móricz, 215).

94 Móricz/Lewis, 124; original wording: “aki élő ember azt kimondja, azt
megölné Turi Dani” (Móricz, 88).

95 Móricz/Lewis, 300; original wording: “Hideg lett a pillantása s
gúnyisan nézett az emberre …” (Móricz, 216); “A grófnőt bosszantotta a paraszt
parasztsága” (p. 217).

96 Móricz/Lewis, 301; original wording: “Azon hökkent meg, hogy a
vételár felényire volt szabva, mint amit ő ajánlott, viszont a részletek helyett
rögtöni fizetésről szólt az írás” (Móricz, 218).

97 Móricz/Lewis, 35; original wording: “nem bízott benne, hogy ezektől
pénzt kap” (Móricz, 25).

98 In the following I take issue with Péter Nagy’s statement in “How
Modern Was Zsigmond Móricz” (p. 31) concerning Dani Turi: “Out to conquer
the world, he thinks of seducing the countess and succeeds, only to be humiliated
by the count whom he then kills.” Count László’s humiliation of Dani is nothing
when compared with that to which he is subjected by Helene. The connection
between Bora’s statement that Dani Turi would kill anyone who calls him by his
insulting nickname and the Countess’s arousal-inducing use of this same
nickname within earshot of him provides certain indication that the chain of
events including Dani’s murder of the Count, as well as of the man who made up
the nickname in the first place, Gyuri Takács, begins when he first hears Helene’s
deeply insulting use of it.

99 Móricz/Lewis, 296; original wording: “Sohasem gondolta volna, hogy
ő is megfizesse a paraszt Don Juant, akit meg szoktak fizetni az asszonyok”
(Móricz, 214).

100 Móricz/Lewis, 302; original wording: “Fölvette a tollat, tintába
mártotta és sietve odaírta a szerződés végére, a Turi Dániel gyatra, nevetséges
betűi alá, hogy: ‘Az egész összeget átvettem.’ És a nevét.” “… megértette, mit
szánt neki, mit várt tőle a nőstény” (Móricz, 218).

101 Móricz, 220-222.
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102 Móricz/Lewis, 311; original wording: “– Mit akarsz itt?” (Móricz,
224), “– Mars!” (p. 225).


